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PROTECT CRITICAL INFORMATION WITH 

DATA-DRIVEN POLICY 



In this edition of Technically Creative’s Innovation Report, we

explore how data-driven policy can aid a firm in strengthening

their surveillance. The priority of the firm in question was to detect

and track when users discuss high-security projects. A firm’s legal

team will typically come up with code words or other names

associated with an investigation (for example, “Project Carolina”)

to operate with, rather than potentially exposing critical data. 

But sometimes, that data gets out. Our client’s target was to build

out a process in which their legal team can specify a project’s

code name and which channels would surveil for its use. If

someone talks, legal needs to know about it before any

information is leaked.

TC’s client identifies as an

enterprise-level financial

research firm that deals

with sensitive information

that needs to remain

protected.

 

FEATURED CLIENT

TARGET
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The client needed to find out who was talking

about covert projects within the firm, identify

them, and find a way to prevent that from

happening in the future. They expressed the

need for more robust surveillance by

incorporating internal data.
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BACKGROUND
C L I E N T  N E E D

C L I E N T  L I M I T A T I O N S As the client’s legal team did not manage any

part of the firm’s surveillance life cycle, they

were unable to deploy surveillance policies. The

client also expressed that this process would

take too long to do themselves, based on the

life cycle of the project; they simply could not

move fast enough. When a regulatory change

occurs, there is a short window of time in which

to comply. Though a development cycle could

be months long, the legal department’s

changes for this project are very specific and

the project would be long over by the time they

finally get access.
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The firm needed to be able to identify

people communicating about covert

projects. In this scenario, they needed to be

able to identify – and cease – unwanted

communication surrounding Project Carolina,

and other critical projects in the future. Legal

had a requirement to supervise and identify

people discussing covert projects. It was

urgent to identify communications as close to

real time as possible in order to react and

prevent unwanted communications.

In this scenario, the code name “Project

Carolina” was an active inquiry from FINRA

related to a firm action. Using this term to

mask what they were actively investigating,

the firm formed a legal team to go through

historical data and investigate this incident.

Someone at the firm (later identified as

someone within the legal team itself)

disclosed the true nature of Project Carolina

and resulted in confidential information

being disseminated throughout the firm. The

client wanted to proactively find out who

was leaking information, rather than simply

investigating later, as was the case with the

Project Carolina leak. They sought a way to

incorporate this solution into surveillance to

be monitored immediately. 
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B U S I N E S S
R E Q U I R E M E N T S

B U S I N E S S  D E T A I L S
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TC’s solution was to integrate the firm's investigations solution
with the supervision process. This was done by taking data from
their investigations management solution to write a policy,
which was then fed into their surveillance platform. This policy
specifically looked for instances of users communicating about
Project Carolina, or any other project the firm specified. After
this policy catches any unwanted communications, the firm then
goes through their regular surveillance process. 

TC Oversight Controls (TCOC) was the flow framework used to take
all data and insert it into the firm’s surveillance policy. The client could
now proactively mitigate risk by looking for people who are
communicating about a certain project with an established policy, and
monitoring as they go forward.

THE TECHNICALLY CREATIVE
SOLUTION
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Being able identify those leaking the data when it occurs.

Prevention of brand damage from unwanted exposure to

the media through leaked information. 

The ability to prevent those under investigation from getting

notified and covering their tracks. 

Reduced overhead to the compliance surveillance team for

modifying policies to suit the legal team’s needs.

The client experienced:

With the use of TCOC and data-driven policy, the firm was able

to quickly identify and catch people sharing information that is

not for public disclosure, or disclosure within the firm outside

approved parties.

BENEFITS & RESULTS
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
The complete list of products and services used in this

Innovation Report includes TC's policy & rule development/tools

and TC Oversight Controls (TCOC) to deliver success through

data-driven policy.

Leading from the front line of change and growth,  TCOC is a

set of fast and flexible micro services that compliment your

surveillance process and work with your existing business

functions and systems.  As an integrated approach to

surveillance, TCOC aims to reduce risks, costs, duplication of

effort, and provide for greater efficiency. 

Technically Creative, Inc. is simplifying technology solutions for

compliance, bringing to the table a vast and unique collection

of knowledge and skills. We're known for our industry

knowledge, product knowledge, regulatory knowledge, data

knowledge, and systems knowledge. 

Technically Creative, Inc.

845.725.7883

GetInfo@TechnicallyCreative.com

www.TechnicallyCreative.com
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For more information about Technically Creative's

professional services, visit our website or contact us at:


